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Abstract: 

Sentiment Analysis is the procedure for treatment of opinions, sentiments and subjectivity of 

text, which is computational field of analysis in text mining.  This research paper presents a 

comprehensive summary of the various recommended algorithms, enhancements and techniques 

involved in analyzing the sentiments based on text. These articles are classified as explicit by 

their contributions in different Sentiment Analysis methods. Fields that are associated to 

Sentiment Analysis such as Transfer Learning, Emotion Detection and Building Resources are 

discussed. The essential target of this study yields nearly full image of Sentiment Analysis as a 

way of carrying out a particular task and also its connected fields with concise details. The most 

benefaction of this explored paper includes the enlightened catalogue of a huge variety of coeval 

articles and also the elucidation of the present trend for research in the sentiment analysis and its 

associated areas. 

KEYWORDS: Sentiment analysis, Sentiment classification, Feature selection, Emotion 

detection, Transfer learning, Building resources 

1. Introduction 

Sentiment Analysis (SA) or Opinion Mining (OM) is an objective aimed for the investigation of 

individual’s sentiments, demeanors and the feelings towards a substance which speak about 

people, occasions or themes. These instinctive are most likely to be covered by user formal 

assessment and the two expressions SA or OM are interchangeable. Howbeit, few researchers 

revealed that OM and SA have slightly completely divergent beliefs [1]. Opinion Mining 

separates & dissects individual’s conclusion concerning an element. Whereas, Sentiment 

Analysis recognizes the conclusion communicated in a content, then breaks it down in later 

stage. Therefore, the target of SA is to find opinions, identify the sentiments they express, and 

then classify their polarity as shown in Fig. 1. 

Sentiment Analysis has been taught through a brief classification procedure as illustrated in Fig. 

1. There are 3 vital classification levels in SA: document-level, sentence-level and aspect-level. 

“Document-level SA aims to classify associate degree opinion document as expressing a positive 

or negative opinion or sentiment. It considers the complete document a basic info unit (talking 
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concerning one topic). Sentence-level SA aims to classify sentiment expressed in every sentence. 

The primary step is to spot whether or not the sentence is subjective or objective. If the sentence 

is subjective, Sentence-level SA can verify whether or not the sentence expresses positive or 

negative opinions”. Research scholar Wilson et al [2] has observed that, sentiment expressions 

aren't essentially conceptive in nature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Procedure for Sentiment analysis on product reviews 

However, there's no elementary distinction betwixt the sentence and document level 

classifications. Hence, the sentences are ordinarily short documents [3]. Sorting the content at the 

stage of archive or at the sentence level doesn't offer any compulsory detail required conclusions 

on every part of the element that needs to be essential by few applications, in order to get these 

points of interest; we are supposed to reach to the aspect level. The Aspect level sentiment 

analysis intends to characterize an opinion with reference to those particular parts of substances. 

Essential advance aims to recognize these elements and their perspectives. The opinion holders 

will convey very surprising sentiments to different parts of a similar substance like this sentence 

the voice nature of this telephone isn't great, notwithstanding, the battery life is long.  

The data sets used in SA are significant throughout the field. Most sources of data generate 

from reviews for the products. “These reviews are vital to the business holders as they'll take 

business decisions in step with the analysis results by users as opinions regarding their products. 

The reviews sources are mainly review sites. SA isn't only applied on product reviews however 

may be applied on stock markets [4,5], news articles, [6] or political debates [7]. In political 

debates as an example, we could figure out people’s opinions on a certain election candidates or 

political parties. The election results may be predicted from political posts. The social network 

sites and micro-blogging sites are considered a very good source of data as a result of individuals 

share and discuss their opinions a couple of certain topic freely”. They are additionally utilized 

as data sources within the SA method. 
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This overview plans to offer a more thorough look on these improvements and to compress & 

arrange a few articles exhibited amid this field in advance with the fluctuated SA procedures. 

The authors have all together fetched fifty-four articles that showed vital enrich to the SA field 

recently. These papers pave a good kind of SA fields. They were all revealed within that 

previous couple of years. They are classified in step with an objective of that article which 

illustrates the algorithms and data used in their task. According to Fig. 1, Feature selection (FS) 

techniques were mentioned by authors in detail along with their comparable articles referring to 

certain originating references. The Sentiment Classification (SC) techniques, as depicted in Fig.2 

are detailedly discussed by illustration of related articles, as well as originating references. 

These branches comprise Emotion Detection (ED), Building Resources (BR) and Transfer 

Learning (TL). Emotion detection plans to detach and break down emotions, further the 

emotions may well be expressed as sentences. Transfer learning is subjected for the data to be 

analyzed from a domain and then using its results on a target domain. Building Resources is 

focused towards building lexica, corpora where annotations are made in line with the polarity for 

a set of opinion expressions, and commonly dictionaries. The authors furnished an insight on 

these fields. 

A commitment for this review is critical for a few reasons. Initially, this study gives a refined 

order of a substantial number of late articles in step with the systems utilized. This point may 

encourage the scientists who know about specific strategies to utilize them inside the SA field, 

then select a worthy system for that specific application. Furthermore, various procedures of SA 

are sorted with succinct subtle elements of calculations and also their beginning references which 

could encourage newcomers to the SA field to claim a point of view on the total field. Third, the 

accessible criterion informational indexes are examined and classified in venture with their 

utilization in specific applications. At last, the review is improved by examining the related fields 

to SA incorporating with feeling location, building assets, and exchange learning. 

The consolidation of this paper is as follows: Section II comprises about the survey methodology 

and a summary of the articles. Section III addresses the FS techniques and also the connected 

articles, Section IV explores the various SC techniques and therefore its corresponding articles. 

In Section V will give a limelight on the related fields to SA along with presentation of 

corresponding articles. Section VI contains the results & discussions. At the end in Section VII, a 

conclusion and future trend in research are tackled. 
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Fig 2: Techniques to classify Sentiments 

2. Research Trends in Sentiment Analysis: 

Many researchers have contributed towards sentiment analysis, the result of which can be seen 

through various data analysis tools. All the exit polls, surveys analyze people’s opinions through 

several data analytics tools available. This paper makes an attempt to bring together the latest 

and well referred topics and techniques related to sentiment analysis. The following sections 

deals with the terminology and the different approaches used in SA. 

2.1. Feature Selection’s role for sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment Analysis quest is viewed as sentiment classification issue. At initial phase, the SC 

issues to extract and select text features. There are several features among which a few important 

features are discussed below; 

(i) Presence and frequency terms: The features of these are either singular words or word 

n-grams with their respective frequency counts. This will either render the words 

binary weighting (0 if the word shows up or 1 assuming generally) or utilizations 
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term frequency weights to demonstrate the corresponding significance of features 

[14].  

(ii) Parts of speech (POS): This is regarding the discovery of adjectives, as they act as an 

important pointers of sentiments.  

(iii) Opinion words and Phrases: The Opinion words and Phrases are such words that are 

generally used for expression of diversified sentiments like good/bad, like/hate. Then 

again, a few phrases express opinions without utilizing opinions words. 

(iv) Negations: The presence of negative words might alter the opinion. Introduction like, 

‘not good is equivalent bad’. 

 

3.1. Feature selection methods 

The Feature Selection techniques basically partitioned into Lexicon-based methods which are 

dependent on human explanation, the statistical methods are all programmed methods that 

consume more much of the time. Lexicon based methodologies as a rule start with a little 

arrangement of 'seed' words. At that point, they bootstrap this set through either equivalent word 

identification or online resources to get a larger lexicon. This has proved to encounter numerous 

troubles as revealed by Whitelaw et al. [15]. Again, The Statistical approaches are completely 

automatic. The feature selection procedures regard these documents in either as group of words 

or as a string that holds a words in a sequence with respect to the report. These groups of words 

are utilized more regularly for the simplicity of classification process. The most extensively used 

feature selection choice is the removal of stop-words and stemming. The following subsections 

discuss the most frequently used statistical techniques in FS. There are different methods like 

information gain and Gini Index which are most widely used in Feature Selection. [13].  

3.1.1. Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI)  

This is a formal method to produce mutual information measure for displaying the mutual 

information among features and classes. This measure was established from the information 

theory [16]. The mutual information is formulated by the ratio between these two values as given 

in the following equation: The point-wise mutual information (PMI) between the word (w) and 

the class (i) can be defined as 

         

            
          

       
      

     

 
  

Where F(w).pi(w) is the co-occurrence between class i and word w. F(w).Pi represents the  

mutual independence between class I and word w. The true co-occurrence is given by F(w) 

pi(w).  

 If PMI is greater than 0, the words (w) is positively related to the class i and it is less than 0, 

word w is negatively correlated to the class i.  
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3.1.2. Chi-square (
χ2

) 

Let n be a chance of being an aggregate number of documents in the collection. pi(w) be the 

conditional probability of class i for documents which contain w. Pi be the global fraction of 

documents containing the class i, and F (w) be the global fraction of documents which contain 

the word w. Therefore the statistic of the word between word w. Then, class i is characterized as 

[13]:  

  
   

                  
 

                       
 

Here, χ2 and PMI are two distinctive methods for estimating the correlation between terms and 

categories. So, χ2 is better than PMI as it is a standardized value; in this manner, these values are 

more comparable across terms in a similar category [13].  

χ2
 is used in many applications; one of them is the contextual advertising as presented by Fan 

and Chang [24]. They discovered bloggers’ immediate personal interests in order to improve 

online contextual advertising. They worked on real ads and actual blog pages from ebay.com, 

wikipedia.com and epinions.com. They used SVM (illustrated with details in the next section) 

for classification and 
χ2

 for FS. Their results showed that their method could effectively identify 

those ads that are positively-correlated with a blogger’s personal interests. 

3.1.3. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) 

Feature selection methods seek to minimize the dimensionality of the data by picking up from 

the original set of attributes. Feature transformation method makes few features with minuscule 

arrangement as a function of the first arrangement of those features. The LSI is well-known for 

such method [17]. LSI method implements a linear combination of the first word features that 

changes a text space to another pivot framework. Principal Component Analysis methods (PCA) 

are applied to accomplish this objective [18]. An axis-system is determined to hold the best level 

of information regarding the varieties in the values of the attribute. The major drawback of LSI is 

that it is an unsupervised method that is ignorant in concerning the basic class-conveyance. In 

this way, the features that were found by LSI are not really the directions along the class-

distribution of hidden documents would be best separated [13].  

There are several other statistical methodologies that could be used as a part of FS similar to the 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). These two methods were 

used by Duric and Song [12] to separate the elements belonging to a review document from the 

subjective expressions that describe those elements as well as polarities.  

4. Related fields to sentiment analysis 

There are a few topics which act under the dome of Sentiment Analysis and have pulled the 

attention of the researchers recently. In the subsequent sections, three of these topics are 

presented with some details with relevant articles.  
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4.1. Emotion detection 

Sentiment analysis is typically contemplated as an NLP chore for discovering opinions regarding 

an entity. Since, there's a bit ambiguity regarding the distinction among opinion, sentiment and 

emotion. Hence, they defined an opinion as a transitional concept that reflects perspective 

towards an entity. Sentiment exhibits feeling or emotion. Whereas, an emotion reflects attitude 

[1]. 

It was asserted by Plutchik [19] that “there are eight basic and prototypical emotions. They are 

joy, sadness, anger, fear, trust, disgust, surprise, and anticipation”. Emotions Detection (ED) can 

be believed a SA task. SA is taken into consideration mainly for the specification of positive or 

negative opinions. But, ED is subjected with detecting sundry emotions from text. ED can be 

implemented using ML approach or Lexicon-based approach as a Sentiment Analysis task. But, 

ML approach is seldom used. 

4.2. Building Resources 

Building Resources (BR) intends at creating lexica, dictionaries and corpora where annotations 

are made on opinion expressions keeping their polarity in accordance. Building resources doesn’t 

fall under SA task; however, it might assist to enhance both SA and ED as well. The 

predominant obstacle that confronted the work in this category is ambiguity of words, 

multilingualism, granularity and the disparity in opinion expression among textual genres [8]. 

Building Lexicon was first presented by Tan and Wu [9]. In their analysis, an algorithm of 

random walk was proposed in order to a construct domain-oriented sentiment lexicon by 

concurrently utilizing sentiment words and documents from old and target domains. They 

performed the experiments on three domain-specific sentiment data sets. The outcomes of their 

experiments revealed that, the performance of automatic construction of domain-oriented 

sentiment lexicon was improved by the algorithm proposed by them. 

4.3. Transfer Learning 

Transfer learning obtains knowledge from auxiliary section in order to enhance the erudition 

process in a target domain. For example, it relays cognizance from documents in Wikipedia to 

twitter or a translate an English search in to Arabic. Transfer learning is taken into new inter-

disciplinary learning technique because, it provides an insight to the various aspects of domain 

discrepancies. It is utilized for enhancing plenty of Text mining tasks such as: text classification 

[20], sentiment analysis [21], Named Entity recognition [22], parts-of-speech tagging [23], etc. 

In the domain Sentiment Analysis; sentiment classification can be transferred from one domain 

to another either by transfer learning [10] or by establishing a conduit between two domains [11]. 

Tan and Wang [10] propounded an algorithm that is based on Entropy to pick out high-frequency 

domain-specific (HFDS) properties. Besides, being a weighting model that weights the features 

as along with the instances. They designated a compacted weight to HFDS features with an 

additional larger weight to instances with the identical label as they involved pivot feature. They 
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implemented on sectors like education, stock markets and computer reviews that originate from a 

domain-specific Chinese data set. They ratified that model proposed by them might succeed from 

the untoward influence of HFDS features. They have also shown that it is a better option to 

prefer their model for SA applications which need high-precision classification that have barely 

any labeled training data. 

5. Conclusion and future work 

In this section, we analyze the trend of researchers in using the various algorithms, data or 

accomplishing one of the SA tasks. The related fields ED, TL and BR have attracted researchers 

more recently as they are emerging fields of search. ML algorithms are usually used to solve the 

SC problem for its simplicity and the ability to use the training data which gives it the privilege 

of domain adaptability. Lexicon-based algorithms are frequently used to solve general SA 

problems because of their scalability.  

This survey paper presented a collection on the contemporary updates in SA algorithms and 

applications. The recently published and cited articles were categorized and summarized. These 

articles provide contributions to many SA related fields that execute SA techniques for various 

real-world applications. 

SA is widely used Information originated from micro-blogs, blogs, forums as well as news 

source in the recent times. This information emerging from media plays an immense role in 

expressing feelings or opinions of citizens about a certain issue or product. Yet, it requires 

deeper analysis to use data originated from social media and micro-blogging sources. There are 

some exemplar data sets especially in reviews like IMDB which are being handled for algorithms 

evaluation. After analyzing these resourceful techniques, it is evident that the enhancements of 

SC and FS algorithms are nevertheless an available field for research. Naive Bayes and Support 

Vector Machines are the most often applied ML algorithms for solving SC problem. They are 

considered as a reference model where innumerable proposed algorithms are compared to. 

In many applications, it is significant to consider the context of the text and the user preferences. 

Which is why, we need to peruse more research on context-based SA. Using TL techniques, we 

can use related data to the domain in question as a training data. Using NLP tools to reinforce the 

SA process has attracted researchers recently and nevertheless requires few enhancements. 
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